
Audiological fitting bulletin no. 66

Using the Sound Diary in Compass V4.5
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News from Audiological Research and Communication
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This bulletin describes how to use the Sound Diary in mind440 fine tuning 
sessions with Compass V4.5. The descriptions refer to the options available in 
Sound Diary in the Fine tuning section in Compass. Please refer to Compass in 
order to see the details of the screen. Remember that Compass offers several 
help functions to explain the different options in the program: Tooltips, Using 
this window panels and the help manual.

The Sound Diary feature is started automatically when you have finished fitting the hearing aid using 
the Fitting wizard. The Sound Diary will run until the next time you are online in Compass, at which 
time you can decide if you want to continue with the current logging, start a new log or stop the log-
ging in the hearing aid. In the Fitting status panel, which is the last step in the Fitting wizard, there is 
an indication that the Sound Diary is started. 

The fitting status window will indicate whether the Sound Diary is on or off. 

The data from the Sound Diary is logged in the hearing aid until the next Compass session. When 
you work with Compass under NOAH3 or InfoTrack, the data is saved in the fitting session where you 
stopped the logging.  
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Sound Diary is available in the Fine tuning section in Compass V4.5. Under Sound Diary you will 
find three different panels: 

Log of hearing aid use•	
Average use of volume control 
Total use of program
Total use 
Average use per day

Log of sound environment  •	
Total use
Program specific use

Log of 1-minute event•	

Log of hearing aid use
Under this panel you can see how the hearing aid has been used during logging. You can see the total 
use of the hearing aid in hours and average use per day. The average volume control use is displayed 
for all programs and for each individual program. The pie chart shows how much the individual pro-
gram has been used in %. 

This panel shows the basic logging parameters of the hearing aid use
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Log of sound environment
In this panel you can see the logged data for the different sound environments in which the hear-
ing aid has been used. This is also illustrated by a pie chart. The different categories are taken from 
LifeSounds and are situations that resemble those in the log as regards noise level, modulation and 
frequency spectrum. The default display is a total view of the environments in which the hearing aid 
has recently been used. To the left of the pie chart you can choose to see in which sound environment 
the individual program has been used.

The logged data for hearing aid use in different sound environments

If you want to see more exact data of the logged sound environment, click on the Sound environment 
button in the right-hand side of the grey box. Compass logs the sound environment by registering 
background noise level, modulation and frequency spectrum gradient. The frequency of occurrence of 
the combination of these logging parameters is also displayed.
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Background noise level:•	  The background noise level is the overall level of the environmental sound  
in the more quiet periods.

Loud >70 dB SPL
Moderate 50-70 dB SPL
Soft 30-50 dB SPL
Quiet <30 dB SPL

Modulation:•	  The degree of amplitude modulation describes how much the sound pressure level 
changes over time.

Frequency spectrum gradient:•	  A gradient that describes the dominant frequencies of a spectrum
  Steep gradient: A spectrum where the low frequency area is dominating.
  Moderately sloping gradient: A spectrum with mostly low frequency content but also some high 

frequencies.
  Flat gradient: A spectrum with equally low frequency and high frequency content

Frequency of occurrence:•	
  This parameter shows how often a specific combination of a background level, an amplitude 

modulation and a spectrum gradient occurs. Each combination indicates a type of listening envi-
ronment

How to read the graphics
In the vertical axis the background noise level logged at the hearing aid microphone is presented. In 
the horizontal axis, the noise spectrum gradient is presented. The size of the circles indicates the fre-
quency of occurrence, and the colour of the circle indicates the degree of modulation, that is, a dark 
circle indicates high modulation, and a pale circle indicates low or no modulation. Each circle is split 
up so that you can see the modulation within the individual circles. 
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2D graphic view of the logged data for the sound environments in which the hearing aid has been used

Log of 1-minute event log
In the 1-minute event log the hearing aid logs the sound environment for one minute. The logging 
is started by the client on the remote control. The 1-minute event log is enabled under the function 
matching of the remote control. In the 1-minute event log the hearing aid logs the same parameters as 
in the long term log: background noise level, modulation, frequency spectrum gradient and frequency 
of occurrence. The default graphic is the Sound Environment graphic. In the 1-minute event log, the 
setting of the volume control is also logged.

This panel displays data from the 1-minute event log


